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The PlanetTogether Vision

PlanetTogether was founded in 2004 as the culmination of decades of academic research at Cornell University combined with over 20 years of industry experience in manufacturing planning and scheduling.

PlanetTogether aspires to integrate manufacturing businesses across plants and departments to create a culture of accountability to customer delivery and profitability.

» Based in San Diego, California with a global support team
» Optimizing over $5 Billion in client production annually

We now have a consistent tool for our planning and scheduling that is used by most of the departments, from supervisors, production planners, purchasing, IT staff, and management. More importantly, we’re delivering what we said we would, when we said we would. PlanetTogether is an amazingly powerful tool.

– Bruce Hays
VICE PRESIDENT OF MANUFACTURING
Johnson & Johnson

Scheduling and planning is one of the most overlooked opportunities in the manufacturing industry today. The impacts of PlanetTogether go well beyond the ability to drive results you can see in your P&L, but into your culture and how work gets done.

– Dean Dietrich
VICE PRESIDENT OF OPERATIONS SUPPORT
Global Packaging Company

The Right APS For Your Company

When shopping for an APS, focus on one goal: solving your critical business issues. Make sure it is flexible enough to accommodate the rules and constraints that planners need to consider when creating schedules.

» Automate and integrate, capturing tribal knowledge
» Enable agility - reschedule in minutes not hours
» Visibility for everyone with one real-time schedule
» Compare comprehensive scenarios and KPI’s for better decision making
» Multi-plant, multi-planner system for streamlined communication

Produced Planning Software Scorecard

Be sure to check out SCM Focus’s review of the leading Production Planning solutions on the market! See how PlanetTogether APS stacks up against the rest of the pack!
Director of Operations
Create a culture of accountability and fast delivery while keeping costs under control.
- Achieve reliable, on-time delivery while driving down lead-times
- Standardize planning and capture tribal knowledge to reduce risk
- Improve capacity visibility and utilization - simply adjust “optimize rules” to drive business objectives

Production Planner / Scheduler
Keeping up with schedule changes can be so much easier when you have the right tool.
- Visual, auto-adjusting drag-and-drop with impact analysis makes rescheduling easy and clear
- Automate 90% of the tedious number-crunching with integration and scheduling rules

Sales & Customer Service
Know when your customer orders are really going to ship and grow your sales with faster, more reliable delivery.
- Stay informed with real-time visibility of customer ship dates and order status
- Get realistic delivery estimates for new orders in seconds using the Capable-To-Promise function

Finance
The production schedule is at the heart of predictable cash flow, customer retention, and productivity.
- Forecast monthly shipments and related cash flows to hit your numbers
- Reduce labor, inventory, and supply chain costs by using resources more efficiently

Supply Chain Planner
Extend capacity planning and visibility throughout your supply chain for improved service and lower costs.
- Create visibility into your contract manufacturers’ plants to protect against delayed shipments
- Balance demand across your facilities for minimal supply chain costs
- Share schedule information with suppliers and customers for improved supply chain performance

IT Manager
Plug-in PlanetTogether to easily create production plans and realistic schedules from your existing ERP infrastructure.
- Works smoothly with your ERP
- Available on-premise or in the Cloud
- Get started easily with a Proof-of-Concept project to see the integrated system in action
Try Out PlanetTogether’s Software with our Proof of Concept

Prove to yourself and your team that with PlanetTogether you will solve your specific challenges. Provide detailed results to your c-suite to justify the monetary benefits of the investment. The POC essentially allows you to implement the system without having to purchase it first.

» Take an integrated-test drive to prove it out in your environment
» Learn more about PlanetTogether’s unique Proof-of-Concept approach
» 3 Months, 2-4 hours per week of hands-on working with your friendly, expert PlanetTogether engineer
» See your business’ capacity model, analytics, and optimized results